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To Foresee the Present & Future of Transportation Science and Technology by 

Gathering at the Land, Infrastructure and Transportation Technology Fair 2023 

 

Released Date: 28 June 2023  

Dept. in Charge: LIT Science and Technology Policy Team, MOLIT 

Contact: Annie KIM / Global Media Communicator, MOLIT / audiis2@korea.kr / +82 44 201 3056 

 

- Held at COEX in Seoul from Wed. 28 to Fri. 30 June 

- A variety of side events such as Land Transportation R&D products, Global Mobility 

Conference, and lectures on start-up and business management, etc. 

 

Hosted by the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport (MOLIT, Minister WON 

Hee-ryong) and organized by the Korea Agency for Infrastructure Technology 

Advancement (KAIA, President PARK Seung-ki), the Land, Infrastructure and 

Transportation Technology Fair 2023 (hereinafter referred to as the Technology Fair) 

will be held at COEX in Seoul from June 28th to 30th. 

 

The Technology Fair, which is celebrating its 13th edition this year, was planned to 

commemorate the 20th anniversary of Land, Infrastructure and Transportation (LIT) 

R&D under the theme of New Takeoff, Leap Together where people can experience 

current LIT Technology and foresee the future vision and challenging technologies in 

the field. 

 

It consists of a total of 5 exhibition halls, including Future LIT R&D Hall, LIT Company 

Growth Hall, Mobility Hall, Smart LIT Hall, and Carbon Neutrality Hall.   
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To support exhibition touring, a docent program is operated (pre or on-site applications 

with 15 or more people), and various participation programs such as on-site live quizzes 

are also prepared.   

 

In addition, several forums and seminars such as the Global Mobility Conference are 

organized to exchange the latest information on international technology and policy 

trends in the mobility area. 

 

Forums and lectures, including the GPT School for LIT Enterprises to guide various 

financial, investment, and fostering support policies needed by LIT related companies 

and share experiences with successful entrepreneurs, were also arranged*. 

* Major schedules and detailed programs can be found on the official website, LITT 2023 

(www.littfair.kr). 

 

MOLIT Vice Minister LEE Won-jae stated, "At this Technology Fair, people can notice 

not only excellent LIT R&D achievements, but also the future city of 2050, and we have 

prepared various programs to support LIT companies hoping greater participation from 

those who are interested in". 


